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Tool Kits
Heamar offers a bespoke tool control and kitting service with many different options 
available. Heamar provides a range of options from tool rolls through to cases and roll 
cabinets, in a range of different colours as well as providing assistance with the design 
and configuration of your kit. Tool kits can be either electrical/avionic, mechanical or 
a combination of both depending on your requirements; simply provide a list of tools 
and Heamar supply one part number so there is no need to source different items from 
different places. Working with many brands and types of storage system, there are 
almost no limits to the options available when optimising your individual tool-storage 
environment. Bespoke tool kit covers featuring your company logo are also available.

Tool Control
Using a foam inlay system allows for neat and tidy organisation of tools so they are held securely in place. Each tool has its own 
individual place with a distinct colour mark, which makes a missing tool easy to detect. These foam inlays can be manufactured for 
new or existing tools.

As well as complete tool kits, Heamar are also able to supply the foam inlays alone if no case or cabinet is required; for example, if 
a shadow board needs replacing. Engraving of the tools, laser etching or printing to the foam can also provide a further level of tool 
control. By profiling the tools Heamar can design a tool control solution to your exact requirments.

Specialist Tool Kits
• Heamar specialist tool kits are used in the commercial aviation and military aerospace industry for airline service personnel 

dealing with AOG and base maintenance tasks.
• Many of the world’s leading airlines, MROs and military organisations use Heamar specialised tool kits
• Heamar can supply tool kits specifically designed for your aircraft; for example, the Airbust A320 and Boeing 787 Dreamliner.
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Virgin Atlantic chooses the HE787 Boeing Dreamliner Tool Kit from 
Heamar to service and repair their fleet of Boeing 787 Dreamliners.

“With the HE787 Dreamliner Tool Kit we now have everything 
we need for the service, maintenance and repair of our 787 fleet 
here at our facility in Hounslow. We will continue to work with 
Heamar as our primary avionics tooling supplier.”

Shaun Judson
Senior Materials & Operations Planner - Tooling and GSE

Heamar provides a specialist MIL-Spec tooling kit for BAE Systems 
at their £5 million Humberside Training Academy.

The kit will be used by apprentices on their Aircraft Maintenance 
and Support Apprenticeship scheme who are learning how to 
work on avionics and mechanical systems at airforce bases 
around the world.

The academy is responsible for the delivery of trained personnel 
into a number of UK and overseas contracts supporting some of 
the world’s most advanced military fast jets. The apprentices at 
Humberside will be using the Heamar BAE Training Kit to learn 
how to work on avionics in military aircraft such as the Eurofighter.

HTK1003 Specialist Tool Kit
The HTK1003 specialist tool kit supplied by Heamar includes MIL-Spec tooling from 
Astro Tool Corporation and Daniels Manufacturing Corporation, custom wire stripping 
tools from IDEAL Industries, Steinel heat guns and nozzles together with items from 
Heamar’s own tooling range.

The requirement for this kit was driven by the need for tool control so tools were not left 
lying around or improperly stored. Now the tools can be organised in the case with 
the help of tool control foam.

Students and trainers can now quickly see where the tools go and if one is missing. 
BAE will purchase more of these kits in the future to further support and increase 
efficiency at the Humberside Training Academy.
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